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Shots NATURE ESSENCE are an unique series 
of liquid food supplements that meet all the 
highest quality standards. They were designed 
for the most demanding customers. Each of the 
compositions in this unique set was made with 
100% natural ingredients. Their colloidal (liquid) 
consistency based on natural herb and fruit 
concentrates, without any additives, ensures 
maximum assimilation, complete digestive 
protection, and excellent taste. Each ingredient 
in our products was subjected to very rigorous 
scientific studies that guarantee their positive 
e�ects on the human body. 

Each of the „shots" contains perfectly selected 
ingredients with strictly defined properties to 
produce a perfectly targeted mix. Here we find 
fat reducing regulators, metabolism stimulators, 
mix for memory and concentration, for immuni-
ty, for proper liver function, for cleansing, for 
better digestion, supplement with antidepres-
sant properties, mix with antioxidants and 
energy booster. All that a user should do is to 
select a product of a certain range of action and 
take them at the right moment. Nature will do 
the rest. Each ampoule of NATURE ESSENCE 
of condensed health, given in the perfect form. 
is a dose of condensed health, given in the 
perfect form. 

This delicious liquid can be drunk without any 
additives or dissolved in a refreshing glass of 
water. Handy portions of this extraordinary 
supplement can be always on hand: during a 
workout, on the road, in the car, at school, at 
work. 

Always and everywhere in
perfect portions, thanks to the
natural ingredients found in
NATURE ESSENCE products. 





www.natureessence.ch

Natural caffeine

Caff top®

Finomate®
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ENERGYSTART

The world is full of wonderful experiences, fascinating people, and unusual situ-
ations. Sometimes when you are tired, do you feel that too many of these 
fantastic experiences pass you by? It does not have to be so! Your body has a 
wonderful mechanism that can give you a lot more, you just need to help it a 
little! You can do this by supplying it with natural, condensed plant ingredients 
that will nourish and energize it! Fatigue, sleepiness, exhaustion? Forget about 
them and enjoy life! The natural ingredients (guarana, cola seeds, yerba mate, 
and natural ca�eine) will enhance your vitality and provide you with extra energy 
for body and mind! 

energy booster

WHETHER YOU NEed IT FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OR STUDYING,
YOU CAN NOW ENJOY LIFE TO THE FULLEST! 
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Wellmune®

Echinacea

Resistaid ®
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IMMUNOSTART

Contemporary world, full of stressful situations, various types of pollution and 
unhealthy food, has a negative impact on our body. It weakens our vital forces. 
Our whole immune system su�ers from it. Fortunately, everything we need to 
maintain good health is in nature. So we have reached into its hidden resources 
to create IMMUNOSTART-an unique immunity amplifier. The unusual blend of 
plant extracts from Western larch, Echinacea, and patented beta glucans (Well-
mune) will support your body in its daily fight against microbes, viruses, and 
fungi. By giving your body support in this battle, you will protect yourself from 
annoying and often dangerous ailments. You will be sure to protect yourself 
from all kinds of infections so you do not waste time on cumbersome and 
expensive remedies. IMMUNOSTART reduces the risk of colds by up to 58%. 

resistance enhancer

PROVIDE YOUR Body WITH NATURAL PROTECTION THAT WILL
GIVE YOU STRENGTH, ENERGY, AND WELL-BEING!
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MentarilloTM

Natural caffeine

Neuravena®
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MEMORYSTART

A bright mind and a perfectly functioning memory are, in today's overloaded 
with data world, a necessity. Every day we need to acquire a lot of new skills, 
make di�cult decisions and take responsibility for the many duties and the 
people around us. Often, we are overwhelmed with the mess of things, forget-
ting and omitting many important things. But thanks to the natural ingredients 
condensed in this plant blend, we can strengthen our memory and concentra-
tion. MEMORYSTART is an energetic combination of three brain stimulating 
ingredients: guarana, tamarillo (tree tomato) and green oat extract. It will sup-
port our brain with many nutritious ingredients that will maximize our intellectual 
capabilities and improve the well being and quality of our daily lives. 

an amplifier of memory and concentration

LET NATURE WORK, IT WILL GIVE YOU PLENTY OF NECESSARY,
POSITIVE ENERGY AND WILL PROVIDE A RAZOR-SHARP MIND.
HELP YOU THINK FASTER AND MORE ACCURATELY! 
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SerenzoTM

Rhodiola Rosea

Neuravena®
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STRESSSTOP

Contemporary civilization provides us with many stressful situations, which we 
often find di�cult to control. Long-lasting emotional tension brings with it many 
dangerous consequences, so it is important not to let it permanently occupy our 
lives. Unfortunately, usually, we cannot cope with it by ourselves. Accumulated 
emotions and daily stress are often too di�cult to silence with normal rest. 
Fortunately, nature provides us with the support of a substance that, like a won-
derful balm, nourishes, relaxes and regenerates our nervous system. Here is a 
simple answer to our daily stressful situations: green oat extract, citrus extract, 
and Rhodiola Rosea, which will provide us with natural protection against the 
negative e�ects of tension and will help to provide you with the relaxation you 
need. 

stress controller   

FINALLY, YOU CAN CONTROL STRESS! 
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Caff top®

green tea

green caffee
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FATBURNSTART

Even when we try to eat properly and live healthily, we are not always able to 
maintain our calorie balance. Paradoxically, the dynamic pace of life, as well as 
the lack of adequate exercise, have a negative impact on our weight. We easily 
accumulate unnecessary calories, which are then di�cult to get rid of. Why not 
get help from nature? After all, we can simply accelerate our metabolism by 
eating natural plant extracts that will improve our metabolism! By using this 
natural, plant-based blend from green co�ee, green tea, guarana, cola seeds and 
yerba mate, we will dramatically increase the rate of burning body fat and not 
only during every motor activity but also during rest, as our speeded up metabo-
lism simply consumes all unnecessary calories! 

metabolism activator

REGAIN HEALTHY AND ATTRACTIVE SHAPES,
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, RELIEVE YOUR BODY
FROM UNNECESSARY KILOGRAMS! 
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IncaberrixTM

Cacti-NeaTM

ResveravineTM
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available
soonAGESTOP

Someone once rightly remarked we are getting older from the moment of birth. 
Our body under the influence of various external elements undergoes a kind of 
„corrosion", losing a bit of its brilliance every day. But scientists have discovered 
that there are naturally occurring substances, which can slow down or almost 
stop the process. They are called „antioxidants" and even „elixirs of youth". We 
find them in many plants, and thanks to modern technologies, they can be 
obtained in the purest form and in condensed form, which allows us to usetheir 
„rejuvenating" powers to a maximum extent. AGESTOP is a blend of cactus 
extract, physalis fruit and 100% natural grape resveratrol that will allow you to 
enjoy longer youth, protecting you against many diseases. 

stop the time

KEEP UP YOUR YOUNG LOOK REGARDLESS OF AGe!
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Artichoke

Fennel

Peppermint
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DIGESTSTART

Not many of us today have the opportunity to eat fully balanced meals on a 
regular basis. If you add to our diet various types of harmful additives, heavy 
meals, and eating too quickly it is no wonder that our digestive system often 
does not work properly. The ancients knew that the diseases of the digestive 
tract are well treated by medicines made from specific plants. Today we are sure 
that our ancestors were not mistaken. This is a superb combination of mint, 
fennel and artichoke extract that will protect, strengthen and improve your entire 
digestive system - from the stomach to the intestines. In addition, this natural 
plant blend will provide many valuable vitamins and micronutrients and will 
purify your body from all toxic residues. 

e�cient digestion

HERE'S THE PERFECT START TO A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE,
WHICH BEGINS WITH A HEALTHY DIGESTIVE SYSTEM! 

available
soon



FRUTAROM

• 

• GMP, BRC, ISO9001:2008, 
CGMP, FDA, HACCP, IF

Nexira

• FSSC 22000, Kosher, 
ISO9001:2008, Non GMO, 

Lonza

Chemicals Codex (FCC)
• 

US FDA notifi cation 
• Approved by the US FDA

as a direct food additive 
• 

WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY NATURAL BRANDED RAW MATERIALS
FROM PROVEN AND CERTIFIED SUPPLIERS
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patented technology
EFLA'HyperPure process
ensures cleanliness and
safety of raw materials



NVH & EVRA

• ISO 22000, ISO9001, GMP, 

Testa

• ISO 9001:2008, GMP, 
BRC, Kosher production
in accordance with HACCP

Producer of:
• 
• 
• 

Kerry Group

• complies with U.S. FDA

• manufactured at multiple 
GMP-qualifi ed facilities 

• Patented, Kosher, Halal, 

Gluten-free and Informed 
Sport® certifi ed

PLT

• GMP, FDA, USP,

THOROUGHLY TESTED, PATENTED FORMULAS OF BIOACTIVE EXTRACTS,
AND THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE IS GUARANTEED! 
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